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To whom it may concem: 

I am writing to express my opposition to the rat© increase sought by American Bectric Power (AEP) in their electric 
security plan (ESP). Three consecutive years of 15% rate hikes makes a total 52 percent Increase over that period! 

Yes, everyone's costs have risen from energy and environmental considerations, and AEP should receive a smaller, 
more reasonable rate hrke to cover those costs, i do NOT agree that all customers shoukl bear the cost of sonrie 
customers wfK> return to AEP from another supplier. Those customers shoukl t)ear the direct cost of those actions 
themselves. 

Besides the serious impact on residential consumers of a 52%, three year hike, conskler the impact of this request on 
industry. I work in a 102 year old manufacturing plant that is barely getting by as it Is. We are taking the steps we can 
afford to upgrade our old Infrastructure for energy savings, environmental compliance, etc. The annual electric bill at 
my company is currently $480,000 per year. I do not see how my company can absorb a rate hike of this magnitude 
and remain competitwe. 

Of particular concem to me is AEP's request to defer costs that would result in bill increases of more than 15 percent. 
Such deferrals would mask the true impact of AEP's request and allow it to collect those costs outeide of the three 
year period-

n AEP says they will improve reliability if they are granted this increase. How will that be measured? 
with AEP they told me that spikes in their supplied power from resulting from AEP switching capacHor 
out were the problem of my company, and we would have to pay to add filtering where that was a 
anticipate that AEP would take fuH responsibility for the overall quaftty of their supplied power if they 
increase? 

my last meeting 
banks in and 

[problem. Can I 
get this massive 

Thank you for your conskteration of my views and I urge you to approve a much smaller increase Wan AEP is 
requesting. 

Dougia§F. Bowling 
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